Differential sensitivity of Japanese macaques (Macaca fuscata) and humans (Homo sapiens) to peak position along a synthetic coo call continuum.
Difference limens (DLs) for changes in the temporal position of a pitch peak along a synthetic early-high to late-high coo continuum were measured in 2 Japanese macaques (Macaca fuscata) and 2 humans (Homo sapiens) in a low-uncertainty, repeating standard discrimination procedure. Lowest DLs (19-32 ms for monkeys; less than 10 ms for humans) occurred near the endpoints of the continuum. Highest DLs (59-73 ms for monkeys; 25-27 ms for humans) occurred near the center of the continuum. DLs for both monkeys and humans corresponded to previously reported measures of temporal resolution. Neither monkeys nor humans exhibited categorical perception of the coo continuum, with a central area of enhanced sensitivity, a result previously reported by May, Moody, and Stebbins (1989) for similar stimuli. We conclude that our subjects discriminated variation in coo peak position by using general psychoacoustic mechanisms related to temporal discrimination.